**IR Receiver**
The IR Receiver accepts IR signals from handheld remote control and transmits to any IR emitter to control electronic devices. The transmission media is Cat5e cable. To receive the signal, point the handheld remote control directly at the IR Receiver from a distance not greater than 5M.

**NOTE** - it is recommended that only one IR Receiver is used per room.

**Wall-plate Type**
1. Snap the wall plate type IR Receiver in the wall plate.
   **Note:** the wall plate and the IR Receiver module are directional. Do not place upside down.
2. There is a wire terminal block labeled “S”, “-” and “+”. Strip the wire end about 3-5mm and insert into this terminal block according to the following wiring instruction for IR Receiver connection:

   - S = White Orange
   - + = White Brown
   - - = Brown